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Should We Believe in Hyperreals?

I. R and R∗

• R: “thin continuum”, the unique (up to isomorphism) homogenous universal Archimedean
ordered field (a bit of a mouthful). Very common, very popular. Standard by historical
courtesy?

• R∗: “thick continuum”, an extension of R which includes infinitely small numbers, and
their reciprocals. Important property: R∗ ‘says exactly the same things about R’ as R
does (conservative extension). Much better in every way.

• R and R∗ have different ontologies.

II. The Balloon of History

• Greek conceptions of number: positive rationals (any p/q for p, q natural numbers).

• Next, add 0 - additive identity

• Next (maybe), add negative rationals - additive closure

• Next, R - topological/gap closure

• what next? Complex numbers - algebraic closure? (Large) infinite cardinals?

Perhaps some number system aren’t part of the common-or-garden conception of number.

III. Historic Claim: centrality of R

• R is the arithmetic continuum, as it is adequate for analysis of continuous phenomena

– i.e. Dedekind-completeness necessary and sufficient for continuity

• importance of Archemedean property

• other number systems might be useful elsewhere (implicitly R is all you need?)

IV. Counter-Claim: the expansion to R∗ is the same, and so should be adopted as the
ordinary notion of number (or at least continuity)

Advantages

1. Pedagogical

2. Mathematical

3. White: other notions of completeness

• Real closure (‘algebraic completeness’) - R not ! RCF

• Also: density
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Criticisms

1. Common complaint: R∗ is not “closure” under anything

(a) Response 1: so?

(b) Response 2: perhaps we haven’t found the right property to closure under yet

2. Uncommon complaint: R∗ not ‘universally’ defined/unique characterisation

(a) Response, White: it is actually uniquely characterised, just a bit weird (relies on
CH/large cardinal assumptions)

(b) Response, White: R also vague (different set theories implement different R: CH)

3. White: “expansion” too loose, no mathematical answer to ‘similarity’ in these cases

V. Independent Issues with R∗ as the notion of number

1. No single notion of number anyway: ordinals, C. p-adics

2. Continuity: Dedekind completeness necessary but not sufficient(?) for continuity? R∗

not DC, so can’t capture the (geometric? arithmetic?) continuum: it’s got gaps!

3. transfer principle & apparent primacy of R to R∗: only R∗ benefits are R based

VI. R vs. R∗

• The rationals were never a competitor to R - but R to R∗ try to arithmetise same
thing, the continuum?

• number pluralism?
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